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The compulsively readable and sometimes jaw-dropping story of the
life of a notorious madam who played hostess to every gangster,
politician, writer, sports star and Cafe Society swell worth knowing,
and who as much as any single figure helped make the twenties
roar—from the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Most Famous Man
in America. “Applegate’s tour de force about Jazz Age icon Polly Adler
will seize you by the lapels, buy you a drink, and keep you reading
until the very last page.... A treat for fiction and nonfiction fans
alike." —Abbott Kahler, New York Times bestselling author (as Karen
Abbott) of The Ghosts of Eden Park Simply put: Everybody came to
Polly's. Pearl "Polly" Adler (1900-1962) was a diminutive dynamo
whose Manhattan brothels in the Roaring Twenties became places not
just for men to have the company of women but were key gathering
places where the culturati and celebrity elite mingled with high
society and with violent figures of the underworld—and had a good
time doing it. As a Jewish immigrant from eastern Europe, Polly
Adler's life is a classic American story of success and assimilation that
starts like a novel by Henry Roth and then turns into a glittering reallife tale straight out of F. Scott Fitzgerald. She declared her ambition
to be "the best goddam madam in all America" and succeeded wildly.
Debby Applegate uses Polly's story as the key to unpacking just what
made the 1920s the appallingly corrupt yet glamorous and
transformational era that it was and how the collision between high
and low is the unique ingredient that fuels American culture.
Some of the most fascinating and exciting stories about King Arthur
and his knights have been almost completely overlooked. The Book of
Arthur offers an extensive selection of these forgotten tales with an
introduction detailing their origins and their place in the Arthurian
tradition.
Join Sir Cumference and the gang for more wordplay, puns, and
problem solving in the clever math adventure that introduces readers
to the concepts of area and perimeters. When young Per visits her
uncle Sir Cumference and his family, she learns how to play the game,
"Inners and Edges." After she finds a clue linking the game to the
mysterious castle on the island of Immeter, she must figure out how
to find the perimeter and area of a circle to unlock the island's secret.
Fans will love cracking the code with Per and the gang in this new
installment of the Sir Cumference series that makes math fun and
accessible for all.
Kings, queens, and great adventure await in the legendary land of
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Camelot It all began with a boy and a sword. When young Arthur pulls
an enchanted sword from a stone, his destiny is sealed: He is to
become the king of England. Full of powerful wizards and valiant
knights, the timeless tale of King Arthur, Camelot, and the Knights of
the Round Table is a mix of jealousy, wonder, and heart that has
captivated imaginations for centuries. This ebook has been
professionally proofread to ensure accuracy and readability on all
devices.
The Pit and the Pendulum
King Arthur and His Knights of the Round Table
The Story of the Champions of the Round Table
Tales of King Arthur and the Round Table
King Arthur's Round Table
Sir Cumference Gets Decima's Point
Read Along or Enhanced eBook: King Arthur was a good ruler, but in this math adventure he needs a good
ruler. Geometry is explained with humor in SIR CUMFERENCE AND THE FIRST ROUND TABLE,
making it fun and accessible for beginners. What would you do if the neighboring kingdom were threatening
war? Naturally, you'd call your strongest and bravest knights together to come up with a solution. But when
your conference table causes more problems than the threat of your enemy, you need expert help. Enter Sir
Cumference, his wife Lady Di of Ameter, and their son Radius. With the help of the carpenter, Geo of
Metry, this sharp-minded team designs the perfect table conducive to discussing the perfect peace plan.
Thanks to Sir Cumference, even the most hesitant will be romancing math.
Your organization functions and grows through conversations–face-to-face and electronic, from the
mailroom to the boardroom. The quality of those conversations determines how smart your organization is.
This revelatory book shows you how the Round Table of Arthurian legend can help foster collaboration and
transform today’s world of business, nonprofits, and government. "When I want a group to work
effectively, I turn immediately to my colleague of thirty-five years, David Perkins. This book is a distillation
of his knowledge and wisdom." –Howard Gardner author of Frames of Mind: The Theory of Multiple
Intelligences and Intelligence Reframed "David Perkins applies his wit and inventive mind to create a fresh
perspective on the world of collaboration in organizations. His archetypes and toolboxes offer valuable
insights to anyone facing the challenges of collaborative problem solving." –David Straus author of How to
Make Collaboration Work
A seemingly ordinary village participates in a yearly lottery to determine a sacrificial victim.
A funny and pun-filled retelling of “The Sword and Stone” that introduces readers to mathematical angles.
King Arthur has hidden his sword, Edgecalibur and issued a challenge to the knights. The first knight to find
the sword will be the next king. Can Sir Cumference and Lady Di point Radius's best friend, Vertex in the
right direction? Will Vertex's sharp thinking give him the edge? Join Sir Cumference, Lady Di of Ameter,
and their son, Radius, in this new adventure where they race to help Vertex find the sword and discover the
secrets of cubes, pyramids, cylinders, and cones.
Sir Cumference and the Dragon of Pi
The Mice of the Round Table 1: A Tail of Camelot
The Round Table Movement and the Fall of the 'Second' British Empire (1909-1919)
Sir Cumference and the Sword in the Cone
An Archaeological Investigation
1. A Tail of Camelot

In spite of the general phobia of federalism, there is a strong federalist trend
within British political culture. In three very different historical contexts, federalism
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inspired the action of political movements such as the Imperial Federation
League, the Round Table and the Federal Union. Indeed, it was regarded as the
solution to problems arising from the first signs of the possible collapse of Great
Britain and its Empire. The Round Table Movement played a particularly
interesting role in this regard, attempting to reverse the rapid and inexorable
decline of the British Empire. It was a political organisation with roots in all the
major peripheries of the Empire and almost unlimited financial resources. This
volume discusses the strategies and means employed by the group in order to
maintain the British Empire’s global prominence. The book’s main argument is
that we did not have a “British century” – the nineteenth – and an “American
century” – the twentieth – but, rather, four centuries of Anglo–Saxon supremacy,
which witnessed the affirmation of the national principle – expression of the
Continental political tradition – and its overcoming through its opposite, the
federal principle, the expression of the insular political tradition.
An epic adventure of daring, legend and legacy begins below the floorboards of
Camelot. Below the carpets and flagstones of Camelot lies a secret world much
like Arthur's royal court. Lord Yvers Christopher leads the castle creatures with a
steady paw, upholds a tenuous truce with the animals of the Darkling Woods and
guards the world's greatest treasure: the Holy Grail. Unknown to the knights
above, the mice of the round table strive to ensure the safety of all who live within
the castle walls, human and otherwise. So when Yvers is assassinated, the
whole of Camelot is at risk. His grandson Calib Christopher must follow in his
pawsteps but does the young mouse have the strength and power to lead his
people and unite with the Darklings against the evil that threatens them all? A
rich, fun fantastical new series from new talent Julie Leung.
After battling dragons and helping Arthur reclaim his rightful place upon the
throne, the mighty Sir Lancelot ventures off alone to seek an inner peace that's
always eluded him. However, following an all too brief trip to a magical sanctuary,
Lancelot heeds the call for help from his first love, Elaine of Corbenic. Her
kingdom has been overrun by monsters and Lancelot is the only man with the
strength to stop them. Nonetheless, as he battles the beasts in the service of
Elaine and her aging father, King Pelles, Lancelot begins to unravel a deeper
mystery. And it all seems to lead back to an unusual young man named
Galahad.Experience the classic tales of King Arthur and his Knights of the Round
Table like never before with this thrilling re-imagining of ancient legend. Packed
with swordplay, magic, romance and humor, "The Legends of King Arthur"
promise to take readers of all ages on an unforgettable journey of fantasy and
adventure!Witness new twists on classic stories like:The Lady of the LakeElaine
of Corbenicand the mystical shores of AvalonInspired by modern classics
like:William Goldman's "The Princess Bride"andJ.K. Rowling's "Harry Potter"
seriesFollowing the tradition of classic Arthurian texts like:Sir Thomas Malory's
"Le Morte D'Arthur"T.H. White's "The Once and Future King"andAlfred
Tennyson's "Idylls of the King"Cover Credit: Fiona Jayde MediaFor more details
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and updates visit www.thelegendsofkingarthur.comOr follow us on Twitter
@LegendsofArthur
King Arthur is one of the greatest legends of all time. From the magical moment
when Arthur releases the sword in the stone to the quest for the Holy Grail and
the final tragedy of the Last Battle, Roger Lancelyn Green brings the enchanting
world of King Arthur stunningly to life. One of the greatest legends of all time, with
an inspiring introduction by David Almond, award-winning author of Clay, Skellig,
Kit's Wilderness and The Fire-Eaters.
Madam
The Legends of King Arthur:
Sir Cumference and the Viking's Map
The College Fear Factor
King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table
The Legends of King Arthur : Book 1
King Arthur’s stories are timeless tales that have been told
countless times since the fifteenth century when Sir Thomas
Malory introduced them in Le Morte d’Arthur. The basis for
the upcoming film, this collection is retold by famed
American poet and author Sidney Lanier. He imbues the
legendary stories with action and adventure, accompanied by
N. C. Wyeth’s breathtaking illustrations. Readers will enjoy
the daring exploits of Arthur and his knights. You’ll find
the tale of how Arthur pulled the sword from the stone to
become king of England and be introduced to his brave
knights Sirs Launcelot, Gawaine, Tristram, Galahad, and
more. Their search for the Holy Grail through the tragic
final battle will thrill you and capture your imagination.
The Arthurian legends are coursing with drama and adventure.
Instilled with themes of loyalty, conflict, romance, and
courage, these stories will fill readers of any age with
wonder. Experience them in this edition of King Arthur and
the Knights of the Round Table.
Archival and scientific research reveal the origins and
purpose of the Winchester Round Table.
Set in the nineteenth century, Isabel Miller's classic
lesbian novel traces the relationship between Patience
White, an educated painter, and Sarah Dowling, a farmer,
whose romantic bond does not sit well with the puritanical
New England farming c...
Join Sir Cumference, Lady Di of Ameter, and their son Radius
for wordplay, puns, and problem solving in this geometrypacked math adventure. King Arthur was a good ruler, but now
he needs a good ruler. What would you do if the neighboring
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kingdom were threatening war? Naturally, you'd call your
strongest and bravest knights together to come up with a
solution. But when your conference table causes more
problems than the threat of your enemy, you need expert
help. Enter Sir Cumference, his wife Lady Di of Ameter, and
their son Radius. With the help of the carpenter, Geo of
Metry, this sharp-minded team designs the perfect table
conducive to discussing the perfect plan for peace. The
first in Sir Cumference series, Sir Cumference and the First
Round Table makes math fun and accessible for everyone.
Sir Thomas Malory's Book of King Arthur and of His Noble
Knights of the Round Table
Patience and Sarah
Potential History
Segregation by Experience
The Lottery
The Algonquin Round Table New York
"That is the thing about New York," wrote Dorothy Parker in 1928. "It is always a
little more than you had hoped for. Each day, there, is so definitely a new day."
Now you can journey back there, in time, to a grand city teeming with hidden
bars, luxurious movie palaces, and dazzling skyscrapers. In these places,
Dorothy Parker and her cohorts in the Vicious Circle at the infamous Algonquin
Round Table sharpened their wit, polished their writing, and captured the energy
and elegance of the time. Robert Benchley, Parker’s best friend, became the first
managing editor of Vanity Fair before Irving Berlin spotted him onstage in a
Vicious Circle revue and helped launch his acting career. Edna Ferber, an
occasional member of the group, wrote the Pulitzer-winning bestseller So Big as
well as Show Boat and Cimarron. Jane Grant pressed her first husband, Harold
Ross, into starting The New Yorker. Neysa McMein, reputedly “rode elephants in
circus parades and dashed from her studio to follow passing fire engines.”
Dorothy Parker wrote for Vanity Fair and Vogue before ascending the throne as
queen of the Round Table, earning everlasting fame (but rather less fortune) for
her award-winning short stories and unforgettable poems. Alexander Woollcott,
the centerpiece of the group, worked as drama critic for the Times and the World,
wrote profiles of his friends for The New Yorker, and lives on today as Sheridan
Whiteside in The Man Who Came to Dinner. Explore their favorite salons and
saloons, their homes and offices (most still standing), while learning about their
colorful careers and private lives. Packed with archival photos, drawings, and
other images--including never-before-published material--this illustrated historical
guide includes current information on all locations. Use it to retrace the footsteps
of the Algonquin Round Table, and you’ll discover that the golden age of
Gotham still surrounds us.
The most famous and influential work of English fantasy ever published,
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reimagined for a new generation of readers by John Matthews, one of the
world’s leading Arthurian experts, and illustrated by internationally acclaimed
Tolkien artist, John Howe.
A mysterious new threat sparks a dangerous quest in book two of the epic middle
grade series Booklist called “a charming blend of Arthurian legend and Brian
Jacques’ Redwall series.” Young mouse Calib Christopher has nearly completed
his training to become a squire to the Knights of the Round Table when news of a
deadly plague comes to the castle. Soon all of Camelot is showing signs of the
illness, animals and humans alike. Desperate to find a cure, Calib and his friend
Cecily set off on a treacherous voyage to find the mythical, healing island of
Avalon. But even as their journey takes them over land and sea, back at home,
Calib's human friend Galahad discovers that the true enemy may have already
found a way inside the castle walls… Perfect for fans of New York Times
bestselling series like Wings of Fire and Warriors, Mice of the Round Table
brings to life a legendary world of animals and magic that kids will want to return
to again and again.
Sir Cumference and the First Round TableCharlesbridge
The Book of Arthur
Sir Cumference and the First Round Table
Le Morte Darthur
Unlearning Imperialism
Young Knights of the Round Table
King Arthur & the Knights of the Round Table

It is almost impossible to escape the Spanish Inquisition alive.
However, Edgar Allan Poe’s unnamed narrator, after suffering
innumerable tortures upon his body and soul in the hands of his
tormenters, sees the light of the day at the very end of his sanity’s
tether. Even despite the lack of supernatural elements, "The Pit and
the Pendulum" (1842) has enjoyed and influenced several notable movie
adaptations. Animations such as The "Flinstones", TV series like
"Crime Scene Investigation", to films like Roger Corman’s "The Pit
and the Pendulum" (1961), starring Vincent Price and some torture
methods found in the "Saw" franchise, the story’s famous pendulum
scene is a rather fruitful source of inspirations. Yet, despite the
terrific torments, the story focuses primarily on how terror is
implicitly depicted through the workings of the mind. Edgar Allan Poe
(1809-1849) was an American poet, author, and literary critic. Most
famous for his poetry, short stories, and tales of the supernatural,
mysterious, and macabre, he is also regarded as the inventor of the
detective genre and a contributor to the emergence of science
fiction, dark romanticism, and weird fiction. His most famous works
include "The Raven" (1945), "The Black Cat" (1943), and "The GoldBug" (1843).
There was no reason for Arthur to think he would ever become king.A
peasant and son of a baker, Arthur grew up in the castle town of
Camelot. When he attended the Choosing Ceremony, it was merely to see
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who would draw the Holy Sword, Excalibur-to see who would inherit the
throne of the recently departed King Uther. He never expected the
sword would choose him...But it did.Now, at the young age of
fourteen, he has become King Arthur, and for all the power he has
gained, he has made just as many enemies. Surrounded by the Knights
of the Round Table, and led by the mysterious mage, Merlin, Arthur is
grateful for his allies, though he would just as soon return to his
old life. Surely, someone more worthy should be chosen as king.Arthur
is in the middle of chaos, a world where everyone wants more than
they let on, where many hate the idea of a young boy with no noble
background being crowned king; where cold stares and whispered words
are just as sharp as an assassin's blade.As Arthur fends for his
life, he must draw on the strength of his knights, especially fifteenyear-old Mordred, who becomes closer to him than the mere bounds of
duty. He must become king, not just in name, but in his heart.And he
must do it quickly, because his enemies want more than just his
crown...
A passionately urgent call for all of us to unlearn imperialism and
repair the violent world we share, from one of our most compelling
political theorists In this theoretical tour-de-force, renowned
scholar Ariella Aïsha Azoulay calls on us to recognize the imperial
foundations of knowledge and to refuse its strictures and its many
violences. Azoulay argues that the institutions that make our world,
from archives and museums to ideas of sovereignty and human rights to
history itself, are all dependent on imperial modes of thinking.
Imperialism has segmented populations into differentially governed
groups, continually emphasized the possibility of progress while it
tries to destroy what came before, and voraciously seeks out the new
by sealing the past away in dusty archival boxes and the glass
vitrines of museums. By practicing what she calls potential history,
Azoulay argues that we can still refuse the original imperial
violence that shattered communities, lives, and worlds, from native
peoples in the Americas at the moment of conquest to the Congo ruled
by Belgium's brutal King Léopold II, from dispossessed Palestinians
in 1948 to displaced refugees in our own day. In Potential History,
Azoulay travels alongside historical companions—an old Palestinian
man who refused to leave his village in 1948, an anonymous woman in
war-ravaged Berlin, looted objects and documents torn from their
worlds and now housed in archives and museums—to chart the ways
imperialism has sought to order time, space, and politics. Rather
than looking for a new future, Azoulay calls upon us to rewind
history and unlearn our imperial rights, to continue to refuse
imperial violence by making present what was invented as “past” and
making the repair of torn worlds the substance of politics.
Part of the popular Sir Cumference series! Baker Pia is back with a
handy way of counting by tens and fractions in this fun introduction
to the decimal system. This time the focus is back on Pia of Chartres
from Sir Cumference and the Off-the-Charts Dessert. She is kidnapped
by a family of ogres--Tentt, the father, Hoondrit, the mother, and
their ten daughters, Una to Decima. Pia is asked to help the ogres
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prepare a feast for a large celebration, which will involve tens,
hundreds, even thousands of pieces of dessert! Readers will learn
about place value and the decimal system of notation in this latest
medieval math adventure. The endnote includes a diagram with place
names.
Agency, Racism, and Learning in the Early Grades
Lost Tales from the Round Table
The Biography of Polly Adler, Icon of the Jazz Age
Young King Arthur And The Round Table Knights
The First Round Table
How Collaborative Conversations Create Smart Organizations

For fans of the Sir Cumference series with Pi on their mind,
here is the second installment in this fun look at math and
language. This time the math adventure is centered around a
potion that changes Sir Cumference into a fire-breathing
dragon. Can Radius change him back? Join Radius on his quest
through the castle to solve a riddle that will reveal the
cure. It lies in discovering the magic number that is the
same for all circles. Perfect for parent and teachers who
are looking to make math fun and accessible for everyone.
Snatched from their cradles by faerie thieves, Rick, Roxy,
and Tiago have been brainwashed to hate humans and trained
in the art of magical warfare. When Avalon is attacked by an
unseen enemy, the Fey send them to Earth to investigate a
rumour that the Round Table is being re-formed. But they
soon discover that the truth is much, much worse . . .
Sir Thomas Malory's Le Morte d'Arthur is the basis for the
vast literature concerning King Arthur and his Knights of
the Round Table. Malory compiled, translated, and edited the
tales from earlier French sources, and all later authors who
added to Arthurian legend are indebted to his work. This
handsome edition features 16 of Arthur Rackham's finest
color illustrations, and Malory's text was edited for modern
readers by English scholar Alfred W. Pollard. An essential
treasury edition for any collector of Arthurian myths or
Rackham enthusiast. Film fans will also cherish this deluxe
hardcover: the stories have inspired numerous movie
adaptations, including the 2017 release Knights of the
Roundtable: King Arthur, directed by Guy Ritchie and
starring Charlie Hunnam, Jude Law, Eric Bana, Djimon
Hounsou, and Annabelle Wallis.
Join Sir Cumference, Lady Di of Ameter, and their son Radius
for wordplay, puns, and problem solving in this angle-packed
math adventure. In the third installment of the beloved Sir
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Cumference series, Radius must prove himself on his quest
for knighthood by rescuing a king. Sent off with the family
medallion for luck, Radius dodges dangers and dragons. The
ultimate challenge lies in a mysterious castle with a maze
of many angles.
Sir Cumference and the Isle of Immeter
Mice of the Round Table #2: Voyage to Avalon
Knights of the Round Table: Geraint
High-rise Mystery
Old Legends, New Voices
The Romance of King Arthur and His Knights of the Round
Table
King Arthur most probably never existed and if he did we know precious little about him,
and yet he is one of the most famous Britons, while Excalibur and Camelot are perhaps
the world's best known sword and castle, and Hollywood doesn't tire of returning to the
world of Arthurian romance - another major movie is to be released in 2016. So, what's
the truth behind King Arthur? How did the legends take hold? And why have they
endured for so long? Long before the Marvel Universe there was the universe of
Arthurian romance and King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table examines the
fact and the fiction behind Arthur, Lancelot, Merlin, Guinevere, Galahad, among others,
as well as the quest for the Holy Grail. Beginning in the 12th century, the book explores
what factual basis there is for the tales and how the characters, stories and motifs
developed through histories, epic poems and prose tellings. The book also charts the
revived interest in Arthurian romance in the 19th century and considers how the tales still
hold the popular imagination today. Illustrated with more than 180 color and black-andwhite artworks and photographs and maps, King Arthur and the Knights of the Round
Table is an expertly written account of where literature, mythology and history meet.
Howard Pyle s classic tale of magic, bravery, and honor tells of the adventures of King
Arthur. From the time young Arthur pulled the fabled sword from the stone, he was a just
king. As the head of the Round Table, King Arthur led the most gallant men and brought
peace to the land. King Arthur s most dramatic struggles are retold in the Calico
Illustrated Classics adaptation of Pyle s King Arthur and the Knights of the Round
Table. Calico Chapter Books is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of ABDO Group.
Grades 3-8.
Early childhood can be a time of rich discovery, a period when educators have an
opportunity to harness their students’ fascination to create unique learning
opportunities. Some teachers engage with their students’ ideas in ways that make
learning collaborative--but not all students have access to these kinds of learning
environments. In Segregation by Experience, the authors filmed and studied a a firstgrade classroom led by a Black immigrant teacher who encouraged her diverse group of
students to exercise their agency. When the researchers showed the film to other schools,
everyone struggled. Educators admired the teacher but didn’t think her practices would
work with their own Black and brown students. Parents of color—many of them
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immigrants—liked many of the practices, but worried that they would compromise their
children. And the young children who viewed the film thought that the kids in the film
were terrible, loud, and badly behaved; they told the authors that learning was supposed
to be quiet, still, and obedient. In Segregation by Experience Jennifer Keys Adair and
Kiyomi Sánchez-Suzuki Colegrove show us just how much our expectations of children
of color affect what and how they learn at school, and they ask us to consider which
children get to have sophisticated, dynamic learning experiences at school and which
children are denied such experiences because of our continued racist assumptions about
them.
Rebecca D. Cox draws on five years of interviews and observations at community
colleges, where she shows how students and their instructors misunderstand and
ultimately fail one another, despite good intentions. Eye-opening even for experienced
faculty and administrators, The College Fear Factor reveals how the traditional college
culture can actually pose obstacles to students' success, and suggests strategies for
effectively explaining academic expectations.
Read Along or Enhanced eBook
A Historical Guide
Lancelot of the Lake
Sir Cumference and the Great Knight of Angleland
Sword Stone Table
Powerful warriors of nobility and honor, the Knights of the Round Table fought
for king and country, rescued damsels, and went on dangerous quests. But
true love may be the most perilous quest of all… Sir Geraint is one of King
Arthur’s ablest knights but is considered impulsive by his father, the king of
Cornwall. When he rashly marries Enid, a beautiful and mysterious
swordswoman, Geraint’s decision sparks questions about whether the love
that’s captured his heart so suddenly is a blessing—or a curse… Used to the
gentle ladies of Camelot, Geraint is at once infatuated with and suspicious of
his bride, a strong and independent warrior woman, gifted with magic powers
by the Lady of the Lake. Enid has come to Camelot to secretly learn the
fighting techniques that may help her small, peaceful tribe resist a rumored
invasion. When she realizes that Geraint may not trust her, Enid is torn
between fierce loyalty to her people and a powerful love for her husband that
no magic can cure. Fearing that Enid has been deceiving him, Geraint takes
her on a dangerous journey that will not only test her true feelings but
determine whether the differences that attracted them will fuse into a real,
long-lasting love—or tear them apart and ignite a senseless war between their
two kingdoms…
At just 18 years old, Arthur is on the verge of being crushed under the weight
of his great destiny. The mighty castle at Tintagel has fallen. King Uther
Pendragon lies dead. The mad King Vortigern sits upon the throne with a
dragon at his command. And Merlin, having turned traitor, stands at the new
king's side. Now Arthur, with the help of the mysterious sword in the stone and
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his loyal mentors, Gawain and Percival, embarks on a daring mission to retake
the crown. However, his greatest challenges lie not in overcoming his enemies,
but in finding a way to reunite with two lost friends: a wounded knight called
Lancelot and an assassin named Guinevere.Experience the classic tales of King
Arthur and his Knights of the Round Table like never before with this thrilling reimaginings of ancient legend. Packed with swordplay, magic, romance and
humor, "The Legends of King Arthur" promise to take readers of all ages on an
unforgettable journey of fantasy and adventure!Witness new twists on classic
stories like:The mysteries of the Sword in the StoneThe origins of the Round
TableThe treachery of the wizard MerlinInspired by classic Arthurian works
including:Sir Thomas Malory's "Le Morte D'Arthur"andT.H. White's "The Once
and Future King"In the vein of other classic fantasy and YA series like William
Goldman's "The Princess Bride," J.R.R. Tolkien's "The Hobbit," Neil Gaiman's
"Stardust," and J.K. Rowling's Harry Potter series.Editor: Nick BowmanCover
Credit: Fiona Jayde MediaFor more details and updates visit
www.thelegendsofkingarthur.comOr follow us on Twitter @LegendsofArthur
For fans of the Sir Cumference series with coordinate geometry on their mind,
here is the seventh installment in this fun look at math and language. While
riding through the forests of Angleland, cousins Per and Radius realize they are
lost and are desperate for a map to guide them home. Soon they come across
a mysterious house in the hills. Inside they find a map to a treasure belonging
to Xaxon Yellowbearyd, the fiercest Viking warrior of his time. Per and Radius
must decode the strange numbered grid on the map, while trying to steer clear
of the pack of bungling bandits who are on their tail. Will they find the treasure
in time? Cindy Neuschwander delivers yet another intriguing math adventure
featuring the well-known characters of Angleland. Readers will enjoy following
Per and Radius in their quest while learning how coordinate geometry relates
to everyday life. Wayne Geehan’s beautiful illustrations offer a bit of comic
relief, while also clearly demonstrating the concepts explored in the story.
"Featuring stories by a bestselling, cross-genre assortment of some of the most
exciting writers working today, an anthology of gender-bent, queered, racebent, and inclusive retellings from the vast lore surrounding King Arthur,
Camelot, and the Knights of the Round Table. The stories are so iconic that just
a name, a word, conjures romance and betrayal, chivalry and magic. These are
legends so embedded in our culture that they feel real; that as early as the
twelfth century, Geoffrey of Monmouth, Thomas Malory, and Edmund Spenser
were like, "I gotta get to writing fanfic of that." Indeed, from their very earliest
incarnations, these stories were waiting to be reinterpreted and retold; they
have lived through the centuries because they were transformed. Sword Stone
Table marks a continuation of that tradition and the start of a brand-new one.
Here you'll find the Lady of the Lake reimagined as a Ugandan sorceress and
the Lady of Shalott as a wealthy, isolated woman in a futuristic Mexico City
penthouse spying on Lancelot via advanced technology; you'll discover
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Excalibur reformed as a baseball bat that grants a washed-up minor leaguer a
fresh shot at glory and as a lost ceremonial drum that returns to a young First
Nations boy the power and the dignity of his people. There are stories set in
turn-of-the-century Chicago, '80s New York, twenty-first century Singapore,
and space; there are lesbian lady knights, Arthur and Merlin reborn in the
modern era for a second chance at saving the world and falling in love--even a
coffee shop AU. Brave, bold, and groundbreaking, the stories in Sword Stone
Table will bring fresh life to beloved myths and give long-time fans a chance to
finally see themselves in their favorite legends"-The Great Book of King Arthur and His Knights of the Round Table: A New
Morte D’Arthur
Mayhem Mission
Stories of Camelot and the Quest for the Holy Grail
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